Nexus Documentation

In the summer of 2020, work is ongoing to harmonize the documentation of the Smart ID offering. During this time, the content of Nexus Documentation will be restructured and Nexus' main software components will change names. From now on, there will be common Smart ID releases. Read more here: New names of Smart ID components.

Nexus Smart ID documentation

Here you can find all the technical details on our solutions, with tutorials, API references, code examples and more.

Browse solutions

- Easy-to-use modules to issue, manage and use trusted employee identities for physical and digital access.
- Issue and manage electronic identities for IoT devices with Nexus' flexible and scalable certificate authority (CA) software.

Browse modules

- Manage visual identity and RFID cards for physical access.
- Manage PKI tokens including virtual smart cards for mobile or desktop.
- Physical access entitlement including full entitlement PACS integration.
- Two-factor authentication (2FA), single sign-on (SSO), and federation.
- Issue and manage certificates for your workforce.
- Issue and manage PKI-based identities for IoT devices.

Browse components

- Digital Access
- Identity Manager (PRIME)
Browse resources

Nexus Academy
Join our advanced technical trainings

Find local support
Get help from your local Nexus partner

Partner assist
For Nexus’ partners - Request advanced support

Returns
Return incorrect or defective hardware products

Release videos
See our quarterly release videos

About Nexus Support
Read more about Nexus’ Smart ID support

Roadmap
See the ongoing and planned new features

News
See the latest news on Smart ID